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ABSTRACT
Objective: To differentiate porcine gelatin and bovine gelatins using specific peptide markers as determined by liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry tandem with mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) and classify both gelatins using retention time and m/z as variables in principal
component analysis (PCA).
Methods: Porcine and bovine gelatins were digested using trypsin enzyme and then subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis. The specific peptides were
identified. The classification between porcine and bovine gelatins was carried out using chemometrics of PCA using retention times and mass to
charge ratio (m/z) as variables.
Results: PCA using singvariables retention times (tR) and m/z could successfully classify porcine gelatin and bovine gelatin based on score plots of
first principle component (PC1) and second principle component (PC2). The loading plot analysis showed that variable of tR32 and m/z32 contributed
for the separation of both gelatins.
Conclusion: The chromatograms of LC-MS/MS combined with PCA offered reliable method for differentiation between porcine and bovine gelatins. The
developed method could be extended for halal authentication of food and pharmaceutical products via detection of porcine gelatin, non-halal gelatin.
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INTRODUCTION
Gelatin, a mixture of polypeptides obtained from hydrolysis of collagen
with high molecular weight (MW), is commonly used in the food
industry because of its gelling and thickening properties and
pharmaceutical industry to prepare hard and soft capsule shells as
well as in cosmetics products [1–3]. High MW of gelatines affected gel
strength and viscosity of products [4]. Numerous sources for
extraction of collagen have been reported, most ones are porcine,
bovine, and fish. The Muslim societies following certain scholars of
thought did not allow the consumption of any products containing
porcine gelatine (PG) and considered PG as non-halal materials [5],
while bovine gelatine (BG) carrying prion proteins is associated with
certain diseases like bovine spongiform encephalopathy [6]. It is also
reported that specific response of immune can occur in the case of
gelatines coming from certain sources, therefore, these gelatines are
inappropriately used [7]. As a consequence, there is a need to develop
reliable methods for identifying gelatine sources in any products.
Several methods have been developed, validated and used for
differentiation, classification, and identification of gelatine origins.
Some reviews also existed reporting analytical methods for
authentication analysis of gelatines either in raw materials or in
food and pharmaceutical products [8-10]. Such methods are
immunochemical method used for identification of collagen origins,
but this method could be affected by the hydroxylation amount of
amino acid of proline, which capable of playing an important role in
determining the collagen antigenicity [11], Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy [12], however, this method was only used for
certain composition, real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
method for identification of certain species DNA present in gelatines,
but sometimes the integrity of DNA is destroyed during processing
of products containing gelatine [13, 14], and high-performance
liquid chromatography coupled with uv-vis detector, but this
method could not find specific markers for gelatine differentiation
[15, 16]. HPLC method analyzed amino acids as a results of

hydrolysis of collagen, however, amino acids do not inhibit specific
markers in gelatines composition. Alternatively, analysis of specific
peptide markers, combined with chemometrics, allows the
differentiation between porcine and bovine gelatines [17, 18]. In this
study, liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry tandem with mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) in combination with chemometrics was
developed for differentiation of porcine and bovine gelatines.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Porcine gelatin and bovine gelatin were obtained from Sigma
(Alldrich, USA). Trypsin with sequencing grade was purchased from
Promega (Madison, WI, USA). The syringe filter (0.22 μm) was
bought from Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA). The solvents used for LCMS/MS analysis were of LC-MS grade. The reagents and solvents
used were of pro-analytical grade.
Digestion of gelatins
Digestion of gelatines was performed using trypsin according to
Cheng et al. [20]. A-100 mg standard gelatines (porcine and bovine
gelatines) was dissolved in 50 ml ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3
1%, pH 8.0). The solution was filtered using syringe filter 0.22 μm.
After that, 100 μL gelatine solutions was taken and added with 10 μL
trypsin (1 mg/ml in NH4HCO3 1%, pH 8.0). The solution was
incubated at 37 °C for 12 h and subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis.
Analysis of peptides using LC-MS/MS
Separation of peptides was performed using ACQUITY UPLC H-Class
equipped with a detector of mass spectrometer tandem with mass
spectrometer. The analytical column used was ACQUITY UPLC
peptide CSH (100 x 2,1 mm i. d; 1,7 µm) with temperature of column
of 65 °C. The mobile phase was H2O containing trifluoroacetic acid
0.1% (A) and acetonitrile containing trifluoroacetic acid 0.1% (B)
and delivered in a gradient manner as follows:
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Table 1
Time (min)
Initial
3.00
120.00
127.00
130.00
131.00
140.00

Flow (ml/min)
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

%A
97
97
65
20
20
97
97

%B
3
3
35
80
80
3
3

For MS/MS condition: sample rate of 2 points/sec, mass range of 350-1250 Da, cone voltage of 10 V, capillary voltage of 1.5 kV, and probe
temperature of 500 °C.
Chemometrics analysis
The chemometrics of principal component analysis (PCA) was used
for classification of porcine and bovine gelatins. PCA is unsupervised
pattern recognition technique commonly used for sample
classification, based on certain variables. PCA was done using
Minitab software version 17 (Minitab Inc., USA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The previous study reported that profiling of peptides in gelatin samples
was accomplished within 120 min. In this study, the differentiation of
porcine and porcine gelatins was run within longer analytical time to
allow complete separation of peptides. The first step for differentiation
between porcine gelatin and bovine gelatin using liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry tandem mass spectrometry (LC-

MS/MS) was digestion of gelatines with proteolytic enzyme of trypsin.
Trypsin cleaves the peptide bond between the carboxyl group of
arginine (R) or the carboxyl group of lysine (K) and the amino group of
the adjacent amino acids [19], as shown in fig. 1.
With LC, the obtained peptides would be separated based on an
interaction between peptides and stationary phase, as indicated
with certain retention times. Fig. 2 revealed LC chromatograms of
peptides obtained from digestion of porcine gelatin and bovine
gelatin. In addition, fig. 3 revealed LC chromatogram of peptides in
porcine gelatin mixed with bovine gelatin previously digested using
trypsin. The results of this study exhibited that it is possible to
differentiate the peak markers playing an important role in such
differentiation, corresponding to specific peptides composed of
porcine and bovine gelatins.

Fig. 1: Hydrolysis of gelatin using trypsin which cleavage the peptide bond between the carboxyl group of arginine (R) or the carboxyl
group of lysine (K) and the amino group of the adjacent amino acid [19]
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Fig. 2: The LC chromatograms of peptides obtained from digestion with trypsin enzyme of porcine gelatin (above) and bovine gelatin (below)

Fig. 3: The LC chromatograms of peptides obtained from digestion with trypsin of the mixture of bovine gelatin (above) and porcine
gelatin (below)
Mass spectra of each peaks with specific retention time indicated
peptides with certain fragmentation pattern. Fig. 4 was an example
of fragmentation pattern of peptides obtained from porcine gelatin

digested with trypsin at retention time (tR) of 3.1 with main peak
with maximum abundance at m/z = 972, along with other ion
fragments.

Fig. 2: The MS/MS profiles of specific peptides of porcine gelatin digested with trypsin at retention time (tR = 3,1)
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It appears that the peak markers corresponding to peptides present
in evaluated gelatines were indistinguishable because of some peaks
appeared in both gelatines. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish
each gelatine types by visual observation of corresponding
chromatograms. Therefore, advance classification techniques should
be used. In order to classify between porcine gelatine and bovine
gelatine, the chemometrics of principal component analysis (PCA)
was used. PCA is one the unsupervised pattern recognition
techniques commonly used for grouping of sample objects. PCA
could project the initial variable data in reduced dimensions deﬁned
by the principal components (PC). The value corresponding to PC is

known as a score plot. PCA technique is useful when there are
correlations present among variables [21]. In this study, PCA was
accomplished using retention time and m/z of LC-MS/MS
chromatograms as variables. Fig. 5 exhibited PCA score plots of
gelatines (porcine and bovine) representing the projection of sample
objects deﬁned by the ﬁrst principle component (PC1) and second
principle component (PC2), using tR (A) and m/z (B) as variables.
PC1 accounts for the most variation in initial variables (tR and m/z),
while PC2 accounts for the next largest variation. From fig. 5, it is
clear that both gelatines could be separated successfully and easily
differentiated using PC1 and PC2 score plots.

Fig. 5: The score plot for the ﬁrst principal components (PC1) and second principle component (PC2) for bovine and porcine gelatins
In order to evaluate the variables contributing to the separation of
porcine and bovine gelatins, loading plot analysis was carried out.
The PCA loading plot explains the projection of variables used
during PCA in the same plane as the score plot. The absolute value of
loading in the variables (tR and m/z) explains the importance of the
contribution of each region. Therefore, the further away tR and m/z
from the origin of variable point, the larger the contribution of that
variable to the PCA model [22]. The results of loading plot indicated
that tR32 and m/z32 make a larger contribution to the PCA model.
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CONCLUSION
LC-MS/MS in combination with chemometrics of principal
component analysis (PCA) using variables of retention time (tR) of
LC chromatogram and mass to charge ratio (m/z) could classify
porcine gelatin from bovine gelatin fruitfully. The variable of tR32 and
m/z32 contributed significantly for the classification of both gelatin.
The developed method could be proposed as a standard method for
identification of porcine gelatin for halal authentication analysis.
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